Truck Mount Operator

Forbes includes U of G Among Canada’s Best Employers

Trades and Maintenance
Position covered by the Collective Agreement with the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE), Local 1334

Truck Mount Operator

Custodial Services, Physical Resources

Night Shift: 10:30 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.

Hiring #: 2020-0293

Please read the Application Instructions [1] before applying

Reporting to the Supervisor, Custodial Services, the Truck Mount Operator is responsible for performing specialized carpet cleaning services, responding to floods and cleaning as required. The Truck Mount Operator may be required to perform custodial duties associated with equivalent or lower custodial classifications such as; maintaining floors; providing cleaning services; collecting and disposing of waste; moving furniture and equipment; replenishing supplies; changing light bulbs; cleaning and clearing outside approaches to buildings; removing graffiti; erecting and dismantling scaffolding; operating a wide variety of manual and automated custodian equipment; and other associated duties as assigned. May be required to work on any shift with appropriate notice.

Requirements of the position include: Grade 12 preferred and a valid class “G” Driver’s license, combined with related experience, preferably at the University of Guelph; or an equivalent combination of education and experience. Also required are excellent communication and interpersonal skills, an orientation to customer service, and the ability to work effectively and efficiently with minimal supervision. The successful candidate will be required to provide a clean 3-year uncertified driver’s record (‘Driver’s Abstract’) from ServiceOntario as a condition of employment.

As a condition of employment, any applicant from off campus, will be expected to provide an acceptable criminal record check and vulnerable sector screening at their own expense if selected as the successful candidate.

Position Number 846-178
Classification CUPE Band 4
0-3 month rate $24.62 per hour plus shift premium as appropriate
Job Rate $25.92 per hour plus shift premium as appropriate
Vacancy Consequential
Work Location N6

At the University of Guelph, fostering a culture of inclusion [2] is an institutional imperative. The University invites and encourages applications from all qualified individuals, including from groups that are traditionally underrepresented in employment, who may contribute to further diversification of our Institution.

Posting Date: 2020 09 23
Closing Date: 2020 09 30

Keywords: current [3] opportunity [4]